
WORD FORMATION - REVISION*

1
EXERCISE 1 - Form nouns from the following verbs and translate them:

1. form - 9. add -
2. infect –  10. classify – 
3. observe – 11. construct – 
4. plant – 12. mechanize – 
5. prepare – 13. examine – 
6. reflect – 14. explain – 
7. repeat - 15. organize -
8. transpire –

EXERCISE 2 - Form nouns describing the doer of the action from the following verbs :

1. bake – 21. sleep-
2. breed – 22. sit –
3. buy – 23. drink -
4. drive – 24. dry –
5. help – 25. smoke -
6. kill – 26. begin –
7. milk – 27. give –
8. read – 28. learn –
9. run – 29. plant –
10. write – 30. carry 
11. sell- 31. freeze-
12. swim- 32. hear -
13. work- 33. sow -
14. ski- 34. grow -
15. play- 35. fly-
16. win- 36. open-
17. make- 37. take-
18. wait- 38. come-
19. eat- 39. go -
20. call -

EXERCISE 3 - Form nouns describing the doer of the action from the following nouns: 

1 . lie – 11. translate -
2. type – 12. collect -
3. tour – 13. produce -
4. act - 14. reflect -
5. direct – 15. consume – 
6. supply – 16. visit -
7. farm - 17. construct -
8. examine – 18. inform -
9. dance – 19. observe -
10. invent - 20. use -

EXERCISE 4 - Write suitable nouns in the two columns:
VERB DOER OF THE ACTION THE ACTION
act actor action 
dance
examine 
manage 
decide 
produce 
tour
invent 
achieve 
observe
pack 
use 
tell

* adapted by Anna Pławecka
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believe 
mix

EXERCISE 5 - Form nouns from the following verbs and translate them: Example: obey – obedience
1. agree - 6. give -
2.  move - 7. See -
3. differ - 8. arrive -
4. exist - 9. marry -
5. fly - 10. carry -
11. repeat - 16. improve -
12. invite - 17. know -
13. think - 18. speak -
14. depend - 19. lose -
15. vary - 20. please –

EXERCISE 6 - Fill each blank with a noun describing the doer of the action: 
Example: A person who reads is a reader.
1. A person who leads other is a .............................. . 
2. A person who sings is a .............................. .
3. A person who smokes is a .............................. . 
4. A person who teaches is a .............................. .
5. A person who acts in a play is an .............................. . 
6. A person who types is a .............................. .
7. A person who farms is a .............................. .
8. A person who invents things is an .............................. .
9. A person who bakes bread is a .............................. .
10. A person who writes books is a .............................. . 
11. A person who reads books is a .............................. . 
12 A person who runs races is a .............................. .
13. A person who composes music is a .............................. . 
14. A person who employs people is an .............................. . 
15. A person who kills somebody is a .............................. . 
16. .A person who gives something is a .............................. .
17. A person who begins to learn something is a .............................. . 
18. A person who milks cows is a .............................. .
19. A person who sows corn is a .............................. . 
20. A person who swims is a .............................. 

EXERCISE 7 - Fill each blank with a suitable noun: Example: Did the v think about the. situations?
Yes. they did. but they never told me about their thoughts.
 1. Did they fly over the town?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about their .............................. .
 2. Did they invite Mr. and Mrs. Jay?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about their .............................. .
 3. Did they lose on this?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about their .............................. .
 4. Did he marry her?
Yes. he did. but I didn't know about the .............................. . 
5. Did he agree to pay?
Yes. be did. but T didn't know about the ............... .............
6. Did they rob the bank?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about the .............................. . 
7. Did they improve the house'?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about the .............................. .
 8. Did they examine the boy?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about the .............................. .
 9. Did they obey the rules?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about their .............................. . 
10. Did they resist the enemy?
Yes. they did and I knew about their .............................. . 
11. Did they treat the prisoners badly?
Yes. they did and I knew about their .............................. . 
12. Did they punish the man?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about the .............................. . 
13. Did they reuse to collaborate?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about the .............................. . 
14. Did they decide on a plan?
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Yes. they did. but I didn't know about their .............................. . 
15. Did they arrive on time`?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about their .............................. . 
16. Did they try. the man?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about the .............................. . 
17. Did they discover a new element?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about their .............................. . 
18. Did the. two forms exist at the same time?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about their .............................. . 
19. Did they mix the two liquids?
Yes. they did. but I didn't know about this .............................. . 
20. Did he build a new house?
Yes. he did. but I didn't know about the .............................. .

EXERCISE 8 - Form nouns from the following adjectives:

1.free 20. bitter –
2.able 21. deep
3.bright 22. helpless
4.helpful – 23. broad
5.important 24. happy
6.difficult – 25. obedient
7.silent 26. regular
8.warm 27. high
9.proud 28. long
10.good 29 black
11.dark 30. hot
12.absent 31. new
13.careful 32. deep
14. great 33. moral
15. lazy – 34. foreign
16. long – 35. fresh
17. poor 36. ill -
18. kind – 37. polite –
19. possible -

EXERCISE 9 - Form nouns from the following adjectives:

1. He was a polite man. his .............................. was well known.
2. He was a punctual man. his .............................. was well known. 
3. He was a helpful man. his .............................. was well known. 
4. He was a good man. his .............................. was well known.
5. He was an able man. his .............................. was well known.
6. He was an important man. his .............................. was well known.
7. He was a proud man. his .............................. was well known. 
8. He was a poor man. his .............................. was well known.
9. He was an honest man. his .............................. was well known..
10. He was a simple man. his .............................. was well known.

EXERCISE 10 - Make adjectives from the following nouns:

1. wool - 21. fool -
2. joy- 22. courage -
3. age - 23. use -
4. water - 24. beauty -
5. sleep - 25. cloud -
6. hunger - 26. luck -
7. sun- 27. friend -
8. brother - 28. wonder -
9. word - 29. occasion -
10. accident - 30. experiment -
11. child - 31. self -
12. danger - 32. labour -
13. care - 33. thought -
14. length - 34. health -
15. dirt - 35. milk -
16. ice - 36. mother -
17. cost - 37. person -
18. sister - 38. music -
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19. wood - 39. system – 
20. blood –

EXERCISE 11 - Make adjectives from the following nouns:

1. sand - 6. clay -
2. stone - 7. noise -
3. glass - 8. silt -
4. ash - 9. crumb -
5. gravel - 10. pore –

EXERCISE 12 - Fill in the blanks in the columns as in the example and translate into Polish:

VERB ADJECTIVE ADVERB NOUN ADJECTIVE ADVERB
NOUN

care
troskać się, 
opiekować 

się

careful
troskliwy

carefully
troskliwie

carefulness
troskliwość

careless
niedbały

carelessly
niedbale

carelessness
niedbalstwo

colour
change

help
thank
forget
play

thought
beauty

joy
pain

wonder
age
use

word
water

2
EXERCISE 13 - Translate into Polish:

1.friendless = 10. mouthful =
2. rainless = 11. houseful =
3. waterless = 12. wonderful =
4. workless = 13. forgetful=
5. homeless = 14. careful=
6. motherless = 15. friendliness =
7. lifeless = 16. motherlessness
8. careless = 17. forgetfulness =
9. pocketful=

EXERCISE 14 - Fill each blank with a verb related to the noun: 

1. (choice) . He .............................. us.
2. (use) He ...................…….......... us.
3. (advice) He ...........…................. us.
4. (gift) He .....................……........ us something.
5. (obedience) He ..........…............ us.
6. (repetition) He ........................... it after us.
7. (apology) He .............................. to us.
8. (refusal) He ......................…...... it to us.
9. (belief) He .......................…....... us.
10.  (proof) He ..................……........ it to us.
11. (defense) He ................…........... us.
12. (loss) He .......................……...... us in the crowd.
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EXERCISE 15  - Put the proper prefix: - Example: He often mislays important papers.
1. He often ............pronounces foreign names. 
2. He often ............obeys orders.
3. He often ............believes us.
4. He often .............uses his strength. 
5. he often ..............takes his friends.
6. He often .............packs for me.
7. He often .............ties strings. 
8. He often .............leads us.
9. He often ..............places things.
10. He often ............behaves in public. 
11. He often ............courages us.
12. He often ............friends cats and dogs.

EXERCISE 16 - Give the right prefix and translate:
1. comfort - 9. popular -
2. resistance - 10. pure -
3. information - 11. equal -
4. satisfaction - 12. certain -
5. understand - 13. regular -
6. lock -               14. employment – 
7. obedience - 15. moral – 
8. advantage –

EXERCISE 17 - Fill each blank with a suitable noun (in plural): 
Example: She talked about science and scientists.
I. She talked about libraries and .............................. .
2. She talked about employment and ......................... . 
3. She talked about prisons and .............................. .
4. She talked about friendship and ...... ........ ................ .
5. She talked about slavery and .............................. . 
6. She talked about art and .............................. .
7. She talked about companionship and .............................. . 
8. She talked about membership and .............................. .
9. She talked about law and .............................. .
10. She talked about music and .............................. .

EXERCISE 18 - Give a verb related to the noun: 
Example: examination – examine
1. liar- 11.flight -
2. gift – 12. beginner -
3. smoker – 13. application
4. product – 14. multiplication
5.belief – 15. weight
6. sight – 16. length
7.growth – 17. width -
8. trial - 18. failure
9. marriage – 19. comparison
10. knowledge - 20. arrival

EXERCISE 19 - Add a suitable suffix ('-y. -ly. ful. -less. -ous. -rous) to the noun to make an adjective:
Example: sand – sandy
1. anger – 16 ice -
2. blood – 17. juice
3. cost - 18. leaf (2x)
4. beauty – 19. luck
5. dirt – 20. milk
6. dust – 21. risk -
7. health – 22. joy (2x)
8. hunger – 23. pain (2x)
9. friend (2x) – 24. courage -  
10. love (2x) – 25. danger
11. mother (2x) – 26. mystery
12. care (2x) – 27. fear (2x) -
13. ghost (2x) – 28. use (2x)
14. help (2x) - 29. number -
15 hope (2x) - 30. life
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EXERCISE 20 - Fill in the blank with the missing word:
VERB NOUN 

1. advise ..................
2. bleed ...................
3. ................. choice
4. feed ..................
5. loss ..................
6................... sale
7................... song
8. ................. seat 
9. ................. difference 
10. study ....................
l l. ............... resistance
12. ................. trial
13. ................. thought
14. examine ..................
15. ................. production

EXERCISE 21 - Add the suffix -ness and translate into Polish: 

1. bitter - 9. firm -
2. black – 10. foolish -
3. clean – 11.fresh
4. clear – 12. gentle
5. close – 13. good
6. cold – 14. great
7. dark – 15. happy
8. dry -

EXERCISE 22  - Add the suffix -y. -ty. -ity and translate into Polish:

1. able - 10. poor -
2. active – 11. popular
3. difficult – 12 public
4. equal – 13. punctual
5. honest – 14. pure
6. loyal – 15. real -
7. moral – 16. regular -
8. noble – 17. safe
9. original - 18. simple -

EXERCISE 23 - Give the nouns related to the adjectives: 

1. broad - 11. important -
2. deep- 12. obedient
3. long –  13. patient
4 wide – 14. present
5. high – 15. silent -
6. strong – 16. efficient
7. warm – 17. secret
8. true – 18. free -
9. young – 19. proud
10. absent - 20. wise –

3
1. It needs to be cooked a little more. It's .....…....…....... DO
2. John was alone and ............….........…. in a strange city. FRIEND
3. After just one ..........................… I knew she was a very good cook. MOUTH 
4. Although she is almost twenty one she still wears rather young ...........…............. fashions. GIRL
5. Wine or vodka? Do you have any ...............….......… ? PREFER
6. I'm afraid that I'm ....…..................… with your work SATISFY
7. She ......….………….. took the plates back into the kitchen. HURRY
8. It was a long slow movie. I nearly died of ..................…........ BORING
9. She didn't hear the alarm clock and ….....…..…........... SLEEP
10. At Easter we had a .......................…... of visitors. HOUSE
11. If the ambulance doesn't come soon she'll .............................. to death. BLOOD
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12. Her life .........…….….....…were stolen by a burglar. SAVE
13. I liked the place. I found the people, the weather, the food very .....................……... AGREE
14. They are going to ...….…….…….… the town with more flowers, trees and parks. BEAUTY
15. In that terribly complicated situation I found good news ........................... COMFORT
16. I was …..................…..... to the sun and got very sunburned. USE
17. That's not true. It seems that you have been ..…........................ LEAD
18. 'l hey were afraid of war so they decided to ...................…...... the army STRONG
19. The plane crashed because of the ........................….. of the engines. FAIL
20. They phoned to warn his wife's condition was beginning to ................……...... . WORSE
21. I think you’ve ......................…... me. The price is $10 not $12. CHARGE
22. The ...... ......... ........... . of the paintings was a professional job THIEF
23. She is fat and lazy. It's because she .............................. EAT
24. It was very ..……..…........….. of Tom to play the piano so loud so late at night. THINK
25. The doctors tried to cure Mary of ................... .... ....... on drugs DEPEND
26. The new film has had a very poor ................….……. by the critics. RECEIVE
27. His explanation was obviously false and the judge made no attempt. to hide his .............................. BELIEVE
28. They are trying to find a  .…............….....…... to the problem. SOLVE
29. This car uses a lot of petrol. It's terribly .............................. . ECONOMY 
30. Scientists have made .......…......…......….. test on new drugs. COMPARE 
31. In your composition you've said the same thing several times. It's very .......................... REPEAT 
32. How much can you really learn about a person from his or her .....................in society? BEHAVE 
33. The mother cat attacked the large dog fiercely in ....…...................... of her kittens. DEFEND
34. To my ................…….… there was no cheque in the envelope. DISAPPOINT
35. It is thoroughly .............................. to try to cheat in an examination. HONEST
36. The ..........................… of buying food forced him at last to look for work. NECESSARY
37. You have indeed a right to ......…...............…. but not to special favour. JUST
38. I have a ...........….......….... that you're trying to borrow some money from me. SUSPECT
39. The accident was largely due to your ........................…... CARE 
40. This small country has now lost its …..................….... . DEPEND 
41. An evening at home with a book can be more ...............…....…. than one at a dull party. ENJOY 
42. He had lost so much blood that he no longer had the .................………..to walk. STRONG
43. A spoilt child often grows up to be very ..................….…… SELF
44. He fell off his motor-bike. but his ............................. were not serious. INJURE
45. Try to see things from my point of view. and be a bit more ........…...…........... REASON
46. He says he has no .…..............…........of resigning. INTEND
47. Jeremy Hopkins performance in King Lear was most .............................. IMPRESS
48. Television is one of the cheapest forms of .....…..................…. ENTERTAIN
49. 1 was annoyed at his ............…......…... to co-operate. REFUSE
50. We always have a bed ready in the spare room in case visitors arrive EXPECT 
51. Have you read about a bank .............................. in today's newspapers? ROB 
52. Do you think she has a right .............................. to become a teacher? QUALIFY
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1. We meet each other ........…...........….... OCCASION
2. They are trying to find a .............................. to the problem. SOLVE
3. She is fat and lazy. It's because she .............................. EAT 
4. It was very .............................. of Tom to play the piano so loud so late at night. THINK
5. The doctors tried to cure Mary of .............................. on drugs. DEPEND
6. The new film has had a very poor .............................. by the critics. RECEIVE 
7. His explanation was obviously false and the judge made no attempt to hide his ........................... BELIEVE
8. I know all girls who live in my .............................. NEIGHBOUR 
9. Some types of physical exercise can build up your .............................. STRONG 
10. The soldiers showed perfect discipline and ........................when the revolution started OBEY 
11. He examined the parcel .............................. as he had no idea what it could be. SUSPECT
12. The old man was respected for his .............................. WISE
13. Doing your own repairs can be relatively .............................. EXPENSE
14. The weather was excellent and we had an extremely .............................. holiday ENJOY 
15. There was much .................….in the rural areas because the people could not find work. POOR 
16. The day they got married was a .............................. occasion. MEMORY
17. There is no .............................. of the government calling an early election. LIKELY
18 The company is doing very well because our prices are still …....….................... COMPETE
19. Don't be so ..........................…..we've only been waiting a few minutes  PATIENT
20. It was very .............................. of you to break that coffee cup. CARE
21. Her hair is ............... ................ . not bright red. RED
22. A very old car is usually an .............................. car. RELY 
23. The knife may need .............................. before it is used. SHARP 
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24. There are many ......................….... factors which affect the forests in the mountains and the
soil in the plains. ENVIRONMENT  
25. The child seemed to know .............................. that the angry dog was dangerous. INSTINCT 
26. A salesman gave a .............................. of how the vacuum cleaner works DEMONSTRATE 
27. The students elected Walter the most active and helpful .............................. in the Red Cross 
campaign. PARTICIPATE 
28. The doctor's orders were very ..............................: Take two pills every four hours. SPECIFY 
29. The customs officer at the border asked me to prove my citizenship by showing him some 
kind of .............................. . IDENTIFY
30. Mr. Johnson's memory is not very ....…....................... . He often forgets the names of his students. RELY 
31. We have to take either the road that goes to the left or the road that goes to the right. There is no 
other .............................. ALTERNATE 
32. The bank manager congratulated Maria on the .............................. with which she recorded 
the transactions ACCURATE 
33. During the chemical fire. the .….................... of the smoke in the area limited visibility DENSE 
34. I feel so .............................. that I'm going to bed SLEEP
35. I'm sure we can believe her. She's usually very .............................. TRUTH
36. He is. ... ...............…...... of what he has done. SHAME
37. The ring was not at all valuable; in fact. it was almost ............................. WORTH
38. Some friends arrived .............................. last night. so we all went out to dinner. EXPECT
39. The cat looked at the new type of food on its plate..... ...…….........….. SUSPECT 
40. Although I was positive that the girl had stolen my ring. I could not find any ......................... PROVE 
41. Peter has .............................. failed his driving test again. FORTUNE 
42. You must accept the .............................. of the committee. DECIDE
43. There's a .............................. at the American Embassy tonight. RECEIVE
44. I read an article about .............................. among school-leavers. EMPLOY
45. Her parents .............................. her to apply for the job. COURAGE
46. I'm not sure at all. I really can't say with .............................. CERTAIN 
47. He seemed very reluctant to take my .............................. . ADVISE 
48. The .............................. in population has led to problems in providing services such as 
housing and hospitals. GROW
49. "Don't depend on him. he's a very .............................. person." RELY
50. He was .............................. from applying because of his age. COURAGE 
51. I'm afraid I .............................. broke one of our glasses. ACCIDENT 
52. There has been an enormous .......................... ..in air travel in recent years. GROW
53. The society is worried about the .............................. of the world's rain forests. DESTROY
54. He asked what my .............................. salary was. MONTH 
55. I don't know why you're so afraid of spiders. They're completely HARM 
56. I'm afraid I have a .............................. to make. The watch I bought here keeps stopping. COMPLAIN 
57. They finally reached .............................. on the price of the house. AGREE
58. We had a very .............................. evening in London last week. ENJOY
59. He had no .............................. that he was being watched SUSPECT
60. He says he has no .............................. of resigning. INTEND
61. Our neighbours are very .............................. . FRIEND
62. Do you really want to live in the .............................. part of the town? INDUSTRY

5
1 . It was the most ..................... ........ situation I've ever been in. EMBARRASS 
2. We were lucky enough to get tickets for the first .............................. of the hit musical "Cats". PERFORM 
3. Third time lucky! After two ............................ attempts. Mark's finally passed his driving test. SUCCESS 
4. She received a lot of .............................. from her mother. ENCOURAGE
5. There is a lot of .............................. in show business. COMPETE
6. The town is full of tourists and other .............................. VISIT 
7. They looked at me in .............................. . ASTONISH 
8. When my parents retire. they're planning to spend all their .............................. on a trip round 
the world. SAVE
9. Your .............................. situation is worse than I expected. FINANCE
10. If I lend you the money when will you .............................. it? PAY
11. Why did this .............................. . come to your mind? THINK 
12. Since her husband's death she hasn't been able to pay her ..........................expenses. LIFE 
13. Before discussing a problem you should have some .............................. of the subject-matter. KNOW 
14. They were fifty .............................. for the one job the firm advertised. APPLY
15. She must be the most unpleasant. most .............................. person I know. AGREE
16. He packed his .............................. and left. BELONG
17. "I hey sat down to dinner round a large .............................. table. CIRCLE
18. Although a family of ten lived in the small house. it was always ..................... clean and tidy. SURPRISE
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19. The picture was so .............................. that you thought the people in it would move at any 
moment. LIFE
20. The boy was so .............................. that he broke almost everything he touched! CARE
21. They're always .............................. me for doing something wrong! CRITIC
22. When the bomb landed. the .............................. was heard miles away. EXPLODE
23. He lost his job quite simply because he worked so .............................. EFFICIENT
24. Let me introduce you to Anne. my personal .............................. . ASSIST
25. Will you help me to write my job .............................. . APPLY
26. You should be .............................. of what you have done. SHAME
27. We'll meet you in the .............................. hall of the airport. ARRIVE
28. When will you finally make the .............................. . DECIDE 
29. Over a hundred people have been invited to their wedding .............................. RECEIVE 
30. For such a young man. the prince showed great .............................. and concern for his people. WISE
31. Be careful! The floor has just been washed and is very .............................. . SLIP
32. Mother .............................. me to take this examination. COURAGE
33. This kind of information won't help anyone; it's absolutely ..........:................... USE
34. He's under a lot of .............................. at work. PRESS
35. You should have phoned me to tell me you couldn't pick me up. Really.
......................... you are very sometimes. CONSIDER
36. Do you know what the .............................. of Loch Ness is? DEEP
37. He is the most .............................. guest 1 have ever had. TROUBLE
38. Before you open up the vacuum cleaner to repair it. you should ..............................
 it from the electrical supply. CONNECT 
39. Joan's .............................. really annoys me. She hates waiting for anything PATIENT
40. Haven't you heard of him? He is a world famous ............................ MUSIC
41. The pub is now under new .............................. .  MANAGE
42. John had eaten so much he had to .............................. his belt. LOOSE
43. She is very .............................. and is easily hurt by people. SENSE
44. His .............................. about the weather was correct. PREDICT
45. In .............................. with many other countries England is small. COMPARE 
46. The man had a magnificent .............................. of paintings. COLLECT
47. Her hair is .............................. not bright red. RED
48. A number of new books has recently .............................. from the library. APPEAR
49. The knife may need .............................. before it is used. SHARP
50. The .............................. of the design made it especially attractive. SIMPLE 
51. She thinks Alan's appearance has improved .............................. since he shaved off his beard. CONSIDER
52. I became very .............................. when I saw a man climbing over my neighbour's fence. SUSPECT
53. We don't want .............................. people working in our company. RELY
54. The policeman warned the motorist about driving ............................. CARE
55. Don't depend on him. he's a very .............................. person. RELY
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1 . It's quite ........ ...................... to ask him again. He'll never agree. POINT
2. We'd better go by train. The car is too .............................. for such a long journey. RELY
3. There is always a .............................. of fresh vegetables at this time of the year SCARCE 
4. I need a new secretary. I want someone who is charming. efficient and absolutely 
.............................. . TRUST
5. I could never be a teacher. I'm far too .............................. . PATIENCE
6. He had no ..........................„.. that he was being watched. SUSPECT 
7. This coat is too short for today. Do you think you could .............................. it a little for me? LONG
8. Television and radio are very ....... ...............forces that shape people's opinions. INFLLUENCE 
9. All our books are available .............................. at UK prices and can be dispatched immediately 
upon receipt of order. WORLD
10. He showed his .............................. by leaving the room without a word. APPROVE
11. She didn't know how to express her .............................. GRATEFUL
12. The inspector looked .............................. at the witness. SUSPECT
13. He never tells lies and is a very .............................. person. TRUE
14. Could you .............................. what you have just said? REPETITION
15. The .............................. of large cities often complain about the public transport. INHABIT
16. We didn't get an ............................... so we didn't go. INVITE
17. You are ..............................! You have done it wrong again! USE
18. The boy burned with .............................. to know what was in the letter. CURIOUS
19. Although he had a mask they .............................. him immediately. RECOGNITION
20. John behaved in a terribly .............................. way.         COWARD
21. Recently health foods have increased in .............................. . POPULAR
22. The old lady hid all her .............................. under the floor. SAVE
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23. The gas from the chemical factory was extremely .............................. . HARM
24. The restaurant is now under new .............................. . MANAGE 
25. Your money will be refunded if the goods are. not to your complete ........................... SATISFY 
26. The government has promised to deal with the problem of .............................. among young. people. EMPLOY
27. Oscar had eaten so much he had to .............................. his belt. LOOSE
28. The dictionaries are with the other .............................. books. REFER 
29. Twenty students were arrested during the .............................. . DEMONSTRATE 
30. It says on the packet that two tablets will bring .............................. from pain in minutes. RELIEVE 
31. He's acting as the Prime Minister's .............................. at the State Funeral. REPRESENT 
32.. The shop will only make exchanges if you've got a .............................. for the goods bought. RECEIVE 
33. I don't know why you're so afraid of spiders. They're completely ............................ HARM
34. I had to check the wages in .............................. to my normal work. ADD
35. During his .............................. the family lived in Cornwall. CHILD
36. This matter is very .............................. . Don't discuss it outside this office. CONFIDENCE
37. Those berries are .............................. . Don't eat them! POISON 
38. He was very .............................. of the work he had done. PRIDE 
39. There has been a .............................. of 10% in the amount of money available for buying new 
books. REDUCE
40. He is interested in the .............................. of old buildings. PRESERVE 
41. The manager handed in his .............................. after being accused of dishonesty RESIGN 
42. I'm afraid I have a ................. to make. The watch I bought here keeps stopping COMPLAIN
43. Would you mind explaining your .............................. from work yesterday? ABSENT
44. I wrote to the company to ask about the delay in delivery. but I didn't receive any .................... . RESPOND
45. The excitement of the competition was ............................ by the presence of TV cameras. HIGH 
46. I've given the problem a lot of thought and I think I may have found a .........................  SOLVE 
47. They decided to surprise their father by going to the port to meet him as he .............................. 
from his ship. EMBARK 
48. Sooner or later the High Street will have to be .............................. . WIDE 
49. The traffic .............................. gets worse and worse on market days. CONGEST 
50. It has become .............................difficult to cross the road without being run over. INCREASE 
51. So far. efforts to persuade the Council to do something about it have proved .............................. USE 
52. In fact. at the last meeting a proposal to install more traffic lights was defeated by 
a .............................. of eight. MAJOR

7
1. Haven't you ever heard of him? He's a world-famous .............................. MUSIC
2. Liz is so .............................. . You can never be sure what she is going to do. PREDICT
3. I'm sorry about my ............................... but I hate being kept waiting. PATIENT 
4. Austria and Switzerland are .............................. countries. MOUNTAIN 
5. The producer wants to add another French song to the show. which will .............................. it by
about 10 minutes. LONG
6. If you are in any way .............................. with this product we will pay your money back in fill. SATISFY 
7. Is 324 .............................. by 9? DIVIDE
8. The book is very ........ ..................... . You can really learn a lot from it. INFORMATION 
9. You should learn some ............................ if you are going to settle down in Brazil. PORTUGAL
10. He rescued a child from drowning and was given a medal for ............................... BRAVE
11. What is the .............................. of the Empire State Building? HIGH
12. We .............................. our parts for the school play. REHEARSAL
13. He never showed us .............................. affection. BROTHER
14. Some characters in the book are real but most are ................ ........ ...... . IMAGINE
15. She couldn't hide her .............................. . ANXIOUS
16. It's too cold to wear a .............................. dress. SLEEVE
17. The test was .............................. easy. SURPRISE 
18. The .............................. supported the King while the Puritans opposed him. ROYAL 
19. It's important to draw a ........................ between poetry proper and poetic prose. DISTINGUISH 
20. Your English is fluent but you must work on your .............................. . PRONOUNCE
21. Lianfairpllgwyngull is a .............................. village in Wales. PICTURE
22. We must have the old wiring replaced by an .............................. . ELECTRICITY
23. It. wasn't done on purpose - it was sheer .............................. . COINCIDE
24. The concert hall was designed by one of our .............................. architects. LEAD 
25. I like women who dress .............................. . FASHON
26.Some people consider the institution of monarchy to be a symbol of historical .................. ....... CONTINUE
27. .............................. teenagers openly challenge the authority of their parents. REBEL
28. The speaker .................„........... the importance of environmental factors. EMPHASIS 
29. It's .............................. to expect us to work all night without pay. REASON
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30. We waited impatiently for his decision; finally he gave a nod of ............................. . APPROVE 
31. ........………......... is next to godliness. CLEAN
32. Why are you so rude to her? Your behaviour is highly .............................. . OBJECT
33. They built a .............................. on top of the cliff to warn ships of dangerous rocks. LIGHT
34. Your ......... ............... ...... is laudable. I have never read anything like that before. ORIGIN
35. He was .............................. for using drugs before the match. QUALIFY 
36. Your parents are too .............................. . "they allow you too much freedom. PERMIT 
37.  They went on a .............................. tour to England with all extras included in the original price. PACK 
38. He was given 5 years of .............................. . PRISON
39. His notorious .............................. was extremely disturbing to his parents. OBEY 
40. I do not mean any ............................... madam. but I think this is not quite so. RESPECT 
41. After the union was outlawed. there were many political .............................. throughout the 
country. DISTURB
42. The .............................. of the Parliament was. in fact. an important step towards the summit talks
with the opposition. SOLVE 
43. Good artist achieve .............................. because of the works of arts which they leave to posterity. MORTAL
44. All the newspapers praised the .............................. of the firemen. BRAVE
45. Saucepans are sold in the .............................. goods department. HOUSE
46. The group called 'Friends of the Earth' is concerned about the .............................. of the natural 
environment. CONSERVE
47. The thief replaced the diamond with a .............................. stone. WORTH 
48. .............................. about the company's future meant that few people wanted to invest money in it. CERTAIN
49. Simon admitted that his cruel joke was .............................. . INTEND
50. People with very .............................. skin shouldn't go sunbathing for long periods. SENSE
51. Thousands of people have been made .............................. by the war. HOME
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1. The declaration of the martial law resulted in the .............................. of economic sanctions by 
the neighbouring countries. IMPOSE 
2. Some people are of the opinion that the practical results of space exploration have largely 
been .............................. . NEGLECT 
3. The quality of these prints is so bad that most of the faces are .............................. . DISTINGUISH 
4. His financial situation was so poor that he had to limit his ........................... .. only to absolutely 
essential things. SPEND 
5. The present economic situation is so bad. that if the government does not discard a11 the 
.............................. regulations of the past. the crisis will deepen. FOSSIL
6. You should .............................. any electrical equipment before making necessary adjustments 
 inside. Otherwise you may not avoid an electrical shock. CONNECT
7. Random House has recently published an .............................. version of all the works of James Bull. 
The book is recommended to students who will find a11 the explanations very useful. NOTE 
8. They live just above the poverty line as they have 6 children to feed. and he is the only
 .............................. . BREAD 
9. Although he was on a strict diet. the temptation to buy his favourite cookies 
proved .............................. . RESIST 
10. After a long flight to Venus the passengers of the spacecraft became accustomed 
to .............................. . WEIGHT 
11. The weather .............................. usually follows the news at 10. CAST 
12. You have to work on the introduction. The arguments you are trying to present are 
very .............................. . You leave too many doubts to the reader. CONVINCE 
13. Stereotypes about different nationalities hinder understanding between nations. Therefore.
 travelling should be recommended so that people get rid of unjustified ...................... CONCEPT
14. The archives having been open to the public due to recent liberalization policy. a team of
 young historians are .............................. the past otherwise known only to those who lived through it. COVER
15. He showed his .............................. by leaving the room without a word. APPROVE
16. The battle was lost and the admiral of the .............................. returned to the harbour with only
two ships which survived. FLOAT 
17.The dictionary of ......................... is extremely useful for an advanced student of English who 
wishes to avoid mistakes in matching words. LOCATE 
19. Many young people start smoking cigarettes as anticipation of .............................. ADULT 
20. Stammering is a serious .............................. for anyone who wishes to become a TV announcer. IMPEDE
21. .A good wife will always neglect little ..............................of her husband's character. PERFECT
22. If you leave your children unattended for more that 15 minutes it is either negligence or just
 plain .............................. RESPOND
23. Benjamin Franklin was a ............................... statesman. and inventor. SCHOOL
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24. There is a rattling sound whenever I start the engine. I am afraid that one of the screws 
is .............................. . LOSE 
25. The post they are offering is highly .............................. . Therefore you should do your best during
 the interview. COMPETE 
26. The peaceful demonstration turned into a .............................. when the riot police opened fire at 
the unarmed crowd. BLEED 
27. "I am looking for a place to spend the night. Are there any rooms available?" "Sorry. We
have no .............................. “. VACANT 
28. Good education is a .............................. to wisdom. REQIURE
29. If you want to see buffaloes in their natural .............................. you should visit The Wolin
National Park. SURROUND
30. I have a very good working .............................. with my boss. RELATION
31. He asked what my .............................. salary was. MONTH
32. I wish you wouldn't ask me ......................... questions. END
33. The only ......................... she'd ever committed was for parking. OFFEND
34. I asked the „............................ if she could help me find a book.             LIBRARY
35. They went upstairs so. .............................. that they woke the baby.  NOISE
36. I don't understand the .............................. between the two words. DISTINGUISH 
37. The .............................. men began loading our furniture into the van. REMOVE
 38. The postal service is rather .............................. round here so I'm afraid my letter may take ages 
to reach you. RELY
39. I have found all the staff extremely .............................. and I'd be grateful if you would thank 
them of me. HELP 
40. It was a very ...„......................... lecture. I learnt a lot about the present political situation in 
your country. INFORM 
41. The number of seats in The House of Representatives depends on population. This is called 
proportional ......................„...... .   PRESENT 
42. Women for ages have demanded .............................. in education and other spheres of 1ife. EQUAL 
43.We can offer ou some financial............................. . to cover the costs of xeroxing and 
correspondence. ALLOW 
44. There is a high degree of .............................. concerning the measures our government has taken
 to flight inflation. However. there is no doubt that the policy of openness will yield. positive results. CERTAIN 
45. For freshness and pleasant fragrance in your toilet use the Silvikrin Toilet .............................. .
It gives a lasting effect. FRESH 
46. In winter a number of roads in the Highland region are not .............................. at all. In case 
of emergency helicopters are used. PASS 
47. A sudden .........................„... of heavy rain caused a flood in the lower regions of the country. POUR 
48. Television and radio are very ……………………. forces that shape people's opinions. INFLUENCE 
49. The way you treated your wife is .............................. . How could you possibly leave her and 
the children without a word of explanation? PARDON 
50. All those factories who have become .………………....... recently have been threatened with 
closing procedures. PROFIT 
51. Some people say that television is doing .............................. harm. REPAIR 
52. I don't like anything warm I think that a ………………... will do. Actually I like the one with 
a "coca Cola" logo printed on it. SWEAT
53. She married a .............................. from Dublin where he sold crabs. fish. and sea weed. FISH
54. The prisoner gave a. .............................. show of courage and endurance. SPECTACLE
55. The applause at the end of the concert was ..............................                       DEAF
56. Some medicines are more of a .............................. than a help. HINDER
57. Put your shirt on a ………………………. . Otherwise you would have to iron it again. HANG
58. "Death of a .............................." is one of the best plays written by Arthur Miller. SALE 
59. Gardening is usually a good .............................. for the stress you accumulate at work. LET 
60. If you don't know hoe to make a mushroom soup. you can easily find a good recipe in 
the ......................………... book. COOK 
61. When you want to underline that practical side is more important than theoretical one you can 
say that "the .............................. of the pudding is in the eating." PROVE 
62. I did not think that the .............................. of your original picture would bring such interesting 
results. LARGE 
63. From what I have heard I gather you haven't studied the problem at ...................... LONG 
64. I am afraid that you will have to repeat the whole course. The progress you have made within 
the last 6 months is .............................. . SATISFY 
65. The city must have enjoyed a high level of civilization. for the excavations have shown a cleverly 
developed .............................. system. DRAIN
66. There are serious doubts concerning the outcome of the meeting. These people have a deeply
 .............................. hatred against each other. PLANT
67. IIe used a11 his .............................. to force the door open. STRONG
68. He was too .............................. to tell his teacher about the stupid mistake. SHAME
69. The police are interested in the sudden .............................. of the valuable painting. APPEAR
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70. I believe you because I know you are .............................. . TRUTH
71. I feel so .............................. that I'm going to bed. SLEEP
72. The cost of .............................. must be paid by the buyer. CARRY
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1. The state of the house when we moved in was completely .............................. DESCRIBE
2. She kept a .............................. eye on the child while playing. WATCH 
3. The astronauts become so light in flight they suffer from .............................. and bang into things. WEIGHT 
4. The fire yesterday .............................. both sides of the building. BLACK
5. Your dress needs ............................... Mary. if you want to be in fashion. LONG
6. You get a very good .............................. of food at that snack bar. VARY
7. Don't drop that cup! All .............................. must be paid for. BREAK
8. The new professor gave a most .............................. lecture to the students. IMPRESS
9. Keith's exam results turned out to be .............................. . DISASTER
10. I think that your .............................. about the cost are wrong. ASSUME
11. Most people agree that Christmas has become too .............................. COMMERCE
12. I'm sure that the whole problem is a simple .............................. .  UNDERSTAND
13. The meeting adopted a .............................. calling for Smith to resign. RESOLVE
14. I thought the test was .............................. easy. actually. COMPARE
15. The pain became .............................. during the night so I called the doctor. ENDURE
16. Little Jimmy has been a bit .............................. today. TROUBLE
17. I was so angry I was absolutely .............................. . SPEECH
18. I didn't believe him. His story was very .............................. . CONVINCE
19. The police said that they were awaiting further .............................. . DEVELOP
20. Travelling in an airplane for the first time was a .............................. experience.  MEMORY
21. What old people fear most is .............................. according to Social Services report LONELY 
22. I hope you've brought some money - the notice on the counter says that it's not .............................. 
to pay by credit card. ACCEPT 
23. Our tomatoes are .............................. nicely; they'll be ready to eat in about a week.  RIPE 
24. The duty of the police is the .............................. of law and order.  MAINTAIN 
25. This is the restaurant where most of the town's rich and .............................. people dine. INFLUENCE
26. Some people are afraid of spiders from early .............................. . CHILD
27. The two brothers were accused of robbery with .............................. VIOLENT
28. Please don't tell lies. It is very .............................. . HONEST
29. Some MPs are calling for the introduction of .............................. without trial to combat terrorism. DETAIN
30. I can't stand your aunt. She's really .............................. . ANNOY
31. Barb is a good employee. and is very .............................. .     CONSCIENCE
32. My sister never stops talking! She's a very .............................. person. TALK
33. The judge describes Smith as a ".............................. criminal" who was the public. HARD
34. The duty of the police is the .............................. of' law and order. MAINTAIN
35. I asked for directions but people were. rather .............................. . HELP
36. My little son is always getting into trouble at school. He's not very. OBEY
37. My grandpa was given a medal for .............................. . BRAVE
38. My father takes great .............................. in his work. PROUD
39. This company's .............................. include VCRs and TVs. PRODUCE
40. People living in cities often suffer from .............................. . LONE
41. There was a head-on ............................. between two trains last week. COLLIDE
42. The city council is searching for a .............................. to the problem. SOLVE
43. Living conditions in some poor African countries are very .............................. . HEALTH
44. The old train station was filthy and.. ............................ . ORGANISE
45. The pollution problem has shown some .............................. lately. IMPROVE
46. The traffic problem has improved .............................. . EXPECT
47. Arnold is very tall and .............................. . MUSCLE
48. Please make the cheque .............................. to M. Brown. PAY
49. The doctors recommended a new course of .............................. . TREAT
50. Unfortunately. your illness is .............................. .                          CURE
51. Steve was bitten by a .............................. snake. POISON
52. Can you tell me if this disease is ..............................? INFECT
53. The happy beggar thanked the passer-by for his .............................. . GENEROUS
54. Now. we are safe at last! What a .............................. . RELIEVE
55. Please accept this book as a taken of my .............................. . GRATEFUL
56. We had a very .............................. holiday. ENJOY
57. De you ever suffer from .............. ................ ? BORE
58. The room was very .............................. . I'd never seen such a mess before. ORDER
59. This medicine is to be taken .............................. . HOUR
60. The boy put a .............................. of crisps in his mouth. HAND
61. I was tired of those .............................. temperatures reaching sometimes 45ºC. NORM
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62. He won in the .............................. and will pay in the final tomorrow. FINAL
63. There isn't enough hot water for everyone so please use it .............................. SPARE
64. Everybody else has agreed. All I need now is your .............................. . APPROVE 
65. The topic of the lecture was "How to increase the .............................of teaching?" EFFICIENT
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l. The government was abolished for its .............................. in politics. economy. and social policies. SHORT 
2.Due to some recent medical discoveries one may hope that the ...........................of life will increase. EXPECT 
3. "............................will be prosecuted" - said the notice on the fence leading to Mr Cartwright's ranch. PASS 
4. The verdict in Brown vs. Board of Education case was a .............................. legal decision to combat 
discrimination in America. LAND 
5. After his last lecture he delivered a farewell .............................. in which he thanked all those who 
helped him carry out the research programme. SPEAK 
6. It was very .............................. of you to come to the station and help me with the luggage. THINK 
7. According to the estimate prepared by the firm ........................... of this old painting will cost a fortune. NEW 
8. Recent research has proved that watching TV more than two hours a day may do .......................... harm. 
particularly to young people. REPAIR 
9. Your car is far too noisy. I am afraid you will have to buy a new .............................. if you don't want 
to pay a fine. SILENCE
10. You are .............................. to repeat the examination only twice. TITLE
11. Language is never a ............................. to people who are in love. BAR 
12. The procedure for making claims has recently been ........................ so that there is less delay. STREAM 
13. Though plagued by doubts and .........................he was nevertheless able to produce a real masterpiece. GIVE 
14. All our books are available ................................ at UK prices and can be dispatched immediately 
upon receipt of order. WORLD 
15. The increasing number of ........................... testifies to the failure of the present educational system. DROP 
16. If I were you I would definitely ............................ all my precious jewellery. SURE 
17. The schemes he proposed during our last meeting were so ........................... that I seriously doubt they 
will ever be put into action. PRACTICE 
18. It is roughly estimated that the world's oil ............................... will last for about 150 years. SOURCE 
19. The present economic advisors to the Government believe that free market policy will increase 
............……….....of food production industry. PROFIT 
20. The liquid we use for radiator is called ............................... . FROST 
21. Carbon monoxide is the worst ............................. which affects our respiratory system.  POLLUTE 
22. Instead of keeping a filing cabinet ................................. with copies of correspondence. you can 
keep a tiny box of discs. LOAD 
23. The printer has an easy to use self-loading ............................... system for single sheet paper only. ALIGN 
24. Chick Corea is one of the most talented ………………………………… . KEY 
25. If there is a ............................. in the drain pipe. find the appropriate number of the Yellow Pages 
and call the plumbing service. BLOCK 
26. To prepare the book for broadcasting the text has been .............................. to ten episodes that 
will be presented on Saturday evenings. BRIDGE 
27. It is about 50 years since the end of the Second World War and yet many survivors have not fully 
recovered from the ............................ events they lived through. TRAUMA 
28. A ........................... plane can take you there in less than 3 hours. SOUND 
29. If you want to economize on accommodation. you should find a decent ........................ . ROOM 
30. Your suit has a lot of persistent stains. You'd better take it to the ............................ . CLEAN
31. Do you have any ........................... about your life in Cumbria as a child? COLLECT 
32. ............................ is one of the most difficult problems to solve in a. number of African countries. NOURISH
33. I will never forget that most ........................... experience. BREATHE
34. His participation in the affair is ........................... and obvious to anyone who. has studied 
carefully the records collected by the Highest Court of Law. QUESTION
35. As soon as he got an official document of deportation. he went to the bank and 
........................ all his savings. DRAW
36. Having graduated from the London School of Economics. he took up a job as an
 ......................... in a big foreign trade company. COUNT
37. On learning the truth he remained ............................. for an hour. Nor did he show any 
emotions. SPEAK 
38. When he was in India he developed his fascination with ........................... who occupied 
almost every corner of the streets in Bombay luring hundreds of tourists to contribute in return for 
their dangerous shows. CHARM
39. The essay proved utterly .............................. . There were too many serious grammatical and 
stylistic mistakes. COMPREHEND 
40. The problem of ............................... so acute in underdeveloped countries seems 
to disappear with the recent innovations in teaching methods. LETTER 
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41. The American Constitution was drafted using the social and political thought of the......................... 
represented in Europe by Locke. Newton and Montesqieu. LIGHT 
42. I don't want to .............................. you but your chances of getting promoted are very slight COURAGE 
43. The ......................... of the working class people is so enormous that we may expect an open revolt 
any time. SATISFY 
44. There is an interesting article in today's paper about a ............................ girl who tried to commit 
suicide by taking an overdose of sleeping tablets. Fortunately she was saved by her older sister. AGE 
45. "If you have to drink. remember to drink with .............................. said the doctor to the 
patient MODERATE 
46. He is so rich that he owns three cars: a sports car which is a ........................... a saloon car and an 
estate car. CONVERT 
47. The number of questions that contemporary science poses to man is .......................... . So is the 
number of sentences that can be produced in any language. FINISH
48. Living in the very centre of the town did not appeal to him so he moved to one of the vogue. 
.............................. areas.    RESIDENT 
49. Article 1 of the American Constitution grants all .............................. powers to a Congress 
composed of two chambers: a Senate and a House of Representatives. LAW
50. ............................. speak louder than words. ACT
51. The dispute ended. However no ............................. was reached. AGREE
52. Lie down on the couch. Your nose ........................... . BLOOD
53. There were many ................................ for the job. APPLY
54. Don't ask such ............................... questions. You are over 18! CHILD 
55. "Come and meet my ............................ ." said the director of a large firm.  EMPLOY 
56. We are looking for a young and ............................... man who would represent our firm 
abroad. ENTER 
57. Your duty will be to arrange the .............................. window and stock the shelves in the men's-
wear department.  PLAY
58. We must always work within the .............................. of the law. FRAME
59. She had a great ........................... for the town she grew in. AFFECT
60. Their shortage of money was a .............................. worry. CONTINUE
61. The Declaration of .................................. was signed on July 4th. 1776. DEPEND 
62. Do not open any letter marked ......... ...................... ...". CONFIDE
63. This is a ................................ moment in the history of our nation. DECIDE
64. He is a .............................. of our school. so he knows everything connected with the accounts. TRUST 
65. He is employed at a steel .............................. . WORK
66. There is a ............................. of good teachers in our town. SCARCE 
67. These .............................. in the water make it unfit to drink. PURE
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